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Land Use Acknowledgement
The Michigan Ice Fest recognizes the tribal nations of this territory — the Keweenaw Bay 
Indian Community, the Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, the Bay Mills Indian 
Community, the Hannahville Indian Community and the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians.

We acknowledge that we stand upon the ancestral homelands of the Anishinaabek.
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When we venture from the 
horizontal, everyday world 

into that special vertical space 
we are always on a mission to 

explore;  it doesn’t matter if it’s the 
first time a route’s been climbed, or 

the hundredth time it’s been climbed 
by you, there is always something to 

discover. It can be in the literal sense of 
that ever tantalizing uncharted first ascent, 

or in the much more personal realm of 
self discovery and introspection. Climbing 
is going to lead you off the edges of the 
map.

During the festival, it’s always exciting 
to watch that exploration play out 
throughout the week. The first 
time climber, who never thought 
they’d succeed, discovers they 
are more than they imagined.  The 
rock climber discovers a love for 
their sport’s frozen analog. The long 
time festival veteran shares a rope with 
a stranger and discovers that the passion 
doesn’t wane with the years, and makes 
some new friends in the process.

The Upper Peninsula has always 
been somewhere beyond the map.  We’re 
the often forgotten location where you’re 
free to seek out your own adventure.  
This year, we want to focus on that.  
Whatever you’re in search of, we hope you 
find it during the festival.  It’s a perfect time 
to explore, not only the great climbing 
and incredible landscape, but also the 
strength inside you and the passion of a 
community.

Welcome to the Michigan Ice Fest, we 
can’t wait to see you out there, beyond the 
edges of the map.
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What’s new
We do our best to bring something new to Ice Fest every year, and we believe that 2023 
might just be our best festival yet!  There are so many events going on throughout the festival, 
we want to make sure you don’t miss any.  

Remote Route Challenge
People often ask: “When will you add a competition?” Well, this is the year!  But, true to 
Michigan Ice Fest style, we will do a competition that is accessible for everyone. We want to 
see who can get deepest into the depths of the ice climbing in the U.P.  Who will be the first 
Michigan Ice Fest Challenge Champions?  Check out the details on page 6.

Collaboration with Alpinist Magazine
We are excited to announce that Alpinist Magazine is the Official Media Sponsor of the 2023 
Michigan Ice Fest.  The MIF is stoked to have Alpinist as part of the Michigan Ice Fest Family!

New Classes
This year we are adding a few unique clinics for those climbers who might want to 
sharpen their skills, and their tools.  We’ve added Ice Screw and Tool Sharpening , as well 
as Basic First Aid Course for Climbers, in case you sharpened your tools a little too much.  
Building on the success of last year’s BIPOC Classes, we are adding our first Back Country 
Adventure for People of Color.

Livestreaming
We’re adding a virtual platform this year! We’re happy to provide our Ice Fest Family with 
a hybrid experience in 2023 - allowing for in-person, virtual presentation viewing, or both! 
Our amazing program of presenters will be easily accessible right on your device for you 
to enjoy live during the festival, or anytime you want! 

The Treasure of Ice Fest
Ice Fest participants know that we’re not shy about giving things away and this year’s 
event is no exception with some Ice Fest Treasure! During the ice climbing season 
we will give out clues on where to find these treasures. We’ll be hiding gear from our 
sponsors, Ice Fest shirts & hats, and a few surprises. We want to encourage climbers to 
get out and explore. Each week we will announce clues until all of the treasure is found.  
Our final prize will be hidden during the festival, where you might find a real treasure: a 
Lifetime Pass to the Michigan Ice Fest!  Check out the details on page 20.

For more information on what’s new at the festival, as well 
as info on everything going on, check out:

www.michiganicefest.com
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Michigan Ice Fest

The idea for Michigan Ice Fest Remote Route Challenge is to see who can get 

deepest into the depths of the ice climbing in the Upper Peninsula.  There is 

a lot of ice out there, but so much of it doesn’t see much traffic. The challenge 

is here!

Here’s how it works:

ALL climbers are required to be at headquarters at 6AM on Saturday for the 

official start and final instruction. Each two person team will be given a score 

card with a tick list of climbs found throughout the area that have each been 

assigned a number of points.

Go climb.  Choose climbs from the score card and rack up as many points as 

you can. More remote climbs will be worth more points, but may take longer 

to get to, so strategy is key.  Climbs do not need to be led, but should be 

climbed in a clean style with no falls or hanging.

Climbers can turn in their completed score card at Ice Fest Headquarters any 

time before 6PM. No late cards will be accepted. 6:01 is too late.
The winners will be announced at the Saturday evening presentations!

We ask that all climbers participating in the challenge compete with respect 

and honor. Cheating is disrespectful to climbing. Have fun, push yourself, but 

please do not cheat.  The winning team may be asked to verify their climbs, 

please document each climb you complete with photos.  We prefer phone 

photos as most of them are geotagged with a location.

We cannot stress enough that safety is of utmost importance. Stay hydrated 

and fueled. Double, triple, and quadruple check each other’s knots, belays, 

and systems.

Here’s what you win:

Every person who participates will get an official 2023 Remote Route 

Challenge souvenir. Competing is the only way to get one. They will be 

handed out when you return your score card.
Winners will get their name on the coveted Remote Route Challenge trophy 

(think Stanley Cup, only cooler).  Your efforts will live in infamy on display 

at the Ice Fest Headquarters. Plus, winners will get a prize package from our 

sponsors.
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Useful Phone Numbers
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore Visitors Center 906-387-3700

Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore Headquarters 906-387-2607

Munising City Police 906-387-2275

Down Wind Sports Ice Conditions / Gear 906-387-8025
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How to do Ice Fest
Register Early. Not only does it save you money, but our classes tend to fill up 
really fast. You can register at michiganicefest.com. Book your lodging early too, 
it’s a small town and rooms in town don’t last long. 
Arrive Early! Doesn’t matter if it is a class, the demo, a presentation, or the after 
parties. If you are late, you will almost certainly miss out. 
Be Prepared. The weather on Lake Superior is unpredictable at best. Be ready 
for cold, snow, wind and potentially horrendous driving conditions. 
Take A Course/Clinic. This is a sure-fire way to increase your skills, gain some 
valuable knowledge, and get on some amazing ice, all the while being instructed 
by one of the country’s best alpinist/ice climbers. 
Utilize the Shuttles. Getting around the area can be tough if the weather is 
bad. The parking along Sand Point is a real challenge during the Fest. The city of 
Munising offers shuttles throughout the weekend with buses running a loop from 
headquarters to Sand Point. Shuttles run Wednesday through Saturday 8AM - 
5PM Sunday 8AM - 4PM. 
Meet A Professional Athlete. Many of the world’s best climbers are in 
attendance at Ice Fest and will be attending our after parties and socials. It is a 
rare opportunity to be able to socialize with a sport’s elite athletes and the ability 
to share stories with them is priceless. 
Enjoy Munising and Pictured Rocks. The amount of ice climbing in the 
Munising area is immense. Try to get off of Sand Point Road and explore the 
backcountry where you will find solitude, incredible scenery, and the opportunity 
to climb on the shores of the world’s largest freshwater lake! 
Visit Headquarters. Our headquarters will be at the Central Community 
Center in Munising, located at 413 Maple Street. Most off-ice activities will take 
place here, including: registration, class meeting spot, gear demos, gear sales, 
and shuttle pick up. Have questions about the festival? The Community Center is 
where you will find the answers. Maps, schedules and official Ice Fest memorabilia 
will also be found here. Want to see the latest and greatest in new climbing gear? 
Be sure to visit the Gearnasium! 
Spectating & Photography. If you are traveling up to Munising and looking 
to watch the climbers, or exploring the possibility of catching the action on film, 
for your own safety please do not walk under or around the ice while climbers are 
climbing. Ice can and will fall during the ascent and could easily injure a spectator/ 
photographer. The best location for catching a glimpse of the climbers is along 
Sand Point Road. Take the shuttle from the Ice Fest Headquarters parking lot and 
the driver will drop you off right at the trailhead. A short but steep walk will take 
you to the base of the climbs. We ask that all photographers please remain at the 
bottom of the climbs and behind the safety rope at the demo area. Foot traction 
is highly recommended.
Safety. Climbing is a serious sport and safety is our primary concern. Climbing 
over a fresh water sea adds an extra element of both excitement and risk. When 
climbing along the lakeshore please make sure your group has the skills required 
for self rescue. Once you rap over the edge you have to be able to climb out or 
ascend the rope. If you don’t have these skills, check out our free Lakeshore Safety 
classes.
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Back in the early years of Ice Fest, a good portion of the 
days were devoted towards exploration and finding 
where there was climbable ice. It may seem hard to 
comprehend, but even some of the classic climbs 
along Sand Point Road had not been discovered! Ice 
Festivals are busy. Believe us, we know. The same 
crowds that make the socials so much fun also fill 
up the classic and easily accessed climbs. While 
people are generally friendly and share the 
climbs, we often want something a little 
less... crowded. Fear not. There is plenty 
of ice to be had and even during the 
festival you can find a spot that’s all 
your own. Want to rock out with 
your own tunes?  Check out 
these seldom climbed hits!

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED
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End of the World - WI4 - 40m
This pillar in Trout Bay is one of the best 
lines on the west side of Trout Bay. A 
vertical headwall leading to a classic pillar 
makes this a must climb.

Are You Experienced - WI3 - 28m
This beautiful flow of ice found off the 
Red Road in Marquette County features 
multiple vertical steps separated by low 
angle sections. In certain years a more 
difficult sustained line forms which may 
require mixed tactics.

Wish You Were Here - WI5 - 25m
Located at the very end of the line, as 
far as anyone needs to travel from the 
thoughts of past partnerships and how you 
wish them here with you today. Dealer’s 
choice, climb either the right or the left 
pillar to the headwall above, on your arms 
the whole way. Descent is from a V thread 
at the top of the ice headwall, as the ice 
usually doesn’t go all the way to the dead 
tree above.

Singing in the Rain - WI3 - 30m
Found in the furthest bowl from the beach, 
Singing In The Rain is common to the other 
climbs in the area in which you will rap in 
and climb out on a vertical ice section that 
eases off at the top.

GET THE

GUIDEBOOK 
AT THE FESTIVAL OR 

WHEN YOU 
REGISTER 

ONLINE!

Guidebook 
A guidebook is the most valuable tool you can 
have for enjoying the festival!  Whether you are 
looking for a classic climb or chasing solitude, 
this is the best way to find what you’re after.

Released in 2019, this guide 
has the most up to date 
information on  the Pictured 
Rocks area, as well as climbs 
throughout the Upper Peninsula.
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Over the years, ice climbers have developed a great relationship with the National 
Park Service in regards to climbing within Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore.  
Not all climbing areas have good relationships with government agencies, but we 
do.  Much of that has to do with climbers who have always been respectful of 
the Park Service regulations.  The staff at Michigan Ice appreciates all climber’s 
assistance in fostering this relationship.  The following rules and regulations have 
been set forth to help preserve this beautiful area.
•	 Munising Falls is closed to climbing 

due to hazardous rock fall.
•	 Pets are not allowed at any 

climbing areas.
•	 Alcohol/Cannabis are not 

permitted at any of the climbing 
areas. Failure to comply may 
lead in the loss of the Ice Fest 
permits.

•	 No	fires	are	allowed	outside	of	
designated campsites.

•	 There is no parking allowed along 
Sand Point Road.  Please park in 
the designated parking lot at the 
end of Sand Point Road.

•	 Winter camping within Pictured 
Rocks is available only in the 
designated lakeshore backcountry 
sites and requires a permit.  
Overnight camping in parking lots 
is not permitted.

•	 If you have any questions, please 
call the park service at 906-387-3700.

Park Service Rules 
& Local Etiquette

12

New for 2023 Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore Park Entrance Fee
All visitors (16 years old and up) are required to have a Park Entrance Pass. All 
vehicles must display a pass clearly visible through the windshield. Display park 
annual pass and federal lands passes, such as senior and military passes, on your 
dashboard with the signature and expiration date facing up. You may also pick up 
a hang tag at the park.
Entrance Fee by Private Vehicle – $10.00
This is an entrance fee for all persons traveling in a single, private, non-com-
mercial vehicle. The entrance pass is good for 7 continuous days. The pass is 
non-transferable.
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Tech Tip: Ice Climbing Grades
If you have climbed in Munising enough, you will probably overhear 
someone say “if you can climb ice in Michigan, you can climb ice anywhere!”  
The reason that statement is thrown around a lot is the fact that most 
of the ice in the Upper Peninsula is dead vertical. As a visiting climber, 
it is important to understand the grading system for ice so that you can 
appropriately plan out the days adventure. 

Ice climbing grades, just like rock routes, are intended to give climbers a 
rough idea how difficult a certain route will be to climb. When grading 
climbs, the first ascensionist must take in several factors when assigning 
grades to their climbs. Steepness, protection, rest spots, and technical moves 
all come into play when a climb gets a grade.  

The WI acronym derives from waterfall ice and implies that it is seasonal 
ice.

WI-2: Less than vertical, consistent 60º ice with possible bulges; with good 
protection. Very uncommon at Pictured Rocks but Sunny Day, Teacher Says, 
and the gully between the Curtains and the Dryer Hose are good examples 
of WI-2
WI-3: Sustained 70º ice with possible long bulges of 80º-90º; reasonable 
rests and good stances for placing screws. No Boundaries, Opening Curtain 
and Right Twin are fine examples of WI-3 
WI-4: Continuous steep or vertical 80-90º ice fairly long sections of 90º 
ice broken up by occasional rests. Many of the area classics fall into this 
category including Sweet Mother Moses, The Dryer Hose (early season), 
and Midnight Rambler.
WI-5: Long, vertical, strenuous ice with a rope length of 85º-90º ice. HMR, 
The Amphitheater, Dairyland, First Experience, and Chimp Simpleton are 
popular WI 5 climbs in the park.
WI-6: Highly technical, long, and vertical, with no rests. Bold climbing for 
sure.  The Amazing Pillar Area, White Fang, and On the Rocks are where 
you want to head for the most challenging climbs in the area.

Ice climbing grades can be pretty relative.  As more and more climbers 
ascend a route, the formation tends to get “picked out” and tool placements 
and foot hold form making the climb easier and easier.  No better example 
is what the Dryer Hose looks like in mid December as compared to what it 
looks like in mid March!

By taking into account all of the above factors, ice climbing grades can 
give climbers an idea of how challenging a certain route is going to be. 
At Pictured Rocks, because many climbs are accessed from the top and 
rappelled into,  it’s very important to know the grade of a piece of ice before 
you and your group decide to climb it.
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Tech Tip: Ice Climbing Grades
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Recently Renovated!

Coffee Talks
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Coffee Talks
Our AM Coffee Talk programs are an opportunity where we invite Ice Fest 
participants to come in and start their day with a delicious cup of coffee, 
compliments of Gallery Coffee Company, and learn about hot topics and current 
issues in the climbing world.  All of our presentations start at 8AM & 9AM and 
are finished by 9:45AM just in time for climbers to head on out to the ice!

TH
U

R
SD

A
Y 9AM • SCOTT CRADY

Scott is three years out of Northern Michigan University and has yet to hold down a “real 
job”. From digging ditches for Nat Geo photographers in pursuit of knowledge to Heli-evac-
ing from seventeen thousand feet in Nepal, Scott has some interesting experiences. All of it 
has been a combined effort to stay as far away from the 9-5 as possible. In this talk, Scott will 
share some of the lessons he’s learned along the way and shed a bit of light into the world of 
“Adventure Photography”.

FR
ID

A
Y

8AM • SAM ELIAS: ARTIST ON ICE
“I don’t pretend to know what the hell to do with a life. I was born into one, and I’m just trying 
to make the most of it. To whom and where and when I was born created a framework, albeit a 
privileged one. I’ve taken that framework and made it my own through things that have called 
to me. They are physical and mental activity, expression, creativity, challenge, and progression 
with like minded others – mostly in nature – and balanced with time for solitude, reflection, 
introspection, learning, calm, and rest.”

SA
TU

R
D

A
Y

8AM • JON HAWK OF MEMPHIS ROX
Jon Hawk is the Director of Operations for Memphis Rox. A devoted climber, Hawk joined the industry 
in 2004 in an effort to grow community around the sport. After managing multiple climbing gyms 
throughout the South East, he relocated to Memphis, Tennessee to spearhead the Rox mission of creating 
a safe space to recreate while never turning anyone away for an inability to pay while exposing the beauty 
of climbing to those who might not have had the opportunity. For Hawk, climbing is more than the act 
of scaling a rock wall. It’s an access point to mentorship and an outlet to help one another overcome life’s 
obstacles.

9AM • EMILIE DRINKWATER - MOUNTAINS OF CONFLICT
A short, multimedia presentation about climbing in Afghanistan — a deeply complicated and 
dangerous country which likely holds a vast number of the world’s untouched peaks.

9AM • BRIAN BLOCK - 7 SUMMITS
Join a born and raised Midwesterner-(that’s right born and raised in Iowa)-as he takes you to 
thehighest point on each of the Seven Continents!
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231 E Superior St. Munising, MI 49862
(906)387-2739

231 E Superior St. Munising, MI 49862
(906)387-1443



Missed out on a class at Ice Fest? Book a trip through the Michigan Ice Fest Guides! We 
pride ourselves on having the best trained and most experienced guides in the area with 
decades of combined guiding and teaching experience. A focus on safety, education and 
adventure helps make us one of the Midwest’s premier climbing guide services.

WINTER- Our guided ice climbing trips are a great way to experience the beauty of winter 
in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. A frozen landscape, deep snow, and a fun adventure will 
help you create memories you will never forget!

SUMMER- Our guided rock climbing trips are a great way to experience the amazing 
summer in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Beautiful scenery and fun adventure will help you 
create memories you will never forget! We offer a variety of trip options and locations to 
help you have a perfect day. Whether you are a first time climber looking to try something 
new, an avid gym climber looking to take your skills outside, or a seasoned adventurer just 
looking for some local guidance, we can guarantee a great experience.

BOOK A GUIDED ADVENTURE TODAY AT 

ICECLIMBMICHIGAN.COM

GUIDED CLIMBING OPPORTUNITIES
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Throughout history, the search for treasure has led people beyond the 
edges of the map. Treasure stories abound in the Upper Peninsula. From 
the riches of the treasure ship SS Comet, to the lure of lost gold mines 
and the Wall of Silver,  the rewards can be fantastic and the adventures 
unforgettable.  This ice season Michigan Ice Fest is getting in on the 
hunt. We’re excited to send worthy treasure seekers into far flung corners 
of the U.P.’s ice climbing world.

Treasure Hunt

Here’s How it 
works
Each week of the ice 
climbing season leading up 
to the festival we’ll hide a 
piece of treasure somewhere 
in the Munising Area.  We’ll 
release clues each day through 
our social media to guide 
hunters to the prize until 
someone finds the treasure.

Treasure will be Michigan Ice Fest gear and prizes from our 
sponsors.  During the Festival we’ll hide the Grand Prize:  
A Golden Ticket worth a 
lifetime registration to 
the Michigan Ice Fest!  
A prize equal to the adventure of finding it!
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Artist On Ice

Sam Elias
My existence is a cocktail of the academic, the artistic, and the athletic. There are 
symmetries and tensions and these create texture and richness for life. I’ll always 
be intrigued by the seemingly oppositional elements that are present through 
fundamentally existing as a human being, even if they are paradoxical and 
impossible to perfectly rationalize. I’ll always try to find a connection 
point, even if there only appears a gap from the perspectives 
that I’ve previously looked, ever trying to remain open and 
trusting that below the surface of gaps and of opposition, 
there can be sameness and interconnection.

I don’t pretend to know what the hell to do with a life. 
I was born into one, and I’m just trying to make the 
most of it. To whom and where and when I was born 
created a framework, albeit a privileged one. I’ve 
taken that framework and made it my own through 
things that have called to me. They are physical and 
mental activity, expression, creativity, challenge, 
and progression with like minded others – mostly 
in nature – and balanced with time for solitude, 
reflection, introspection, learning, calm, and rest.

Art and adventure are inseparable parts of the human experience that help us define 
who we are.  It only made sense to bring these two facets of humanity closer together 
during the festival.

Equity, 2020. 
Hard carved and 
pressed block 
print, ink on 
paper.



PHANTOM TECHHD is a technical 
boot for cold weather mountaineering 
and ice climbing. Extremely lightweight, 
low profile, snug and comfortable fit 
with great dexterity. SCARPA.COM

PHANTOM TECHHD

TECHNICAL, 
LIGHTWEIGHT
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American Alpine Club

Join or renew your AAC 
membership during Ice 

Fest for a chance to win 
during the AAC raffle 

at the Michigan ICe Fest 
Guides Center  at 10AM 

on Sunday Morning

The American Alpine Club has had a strong 
presence at the Michigan Ice Fest for many years 
and we’ve partnered with them to create our 
AAC Ground School.  These free half day classes 
focus on developing the basic skills we need to 
be safe, successful climbers.  Skills like belaying, 
repelling, and more are taught off the ice at our 
Ice Fest Guides Center at 112 Elm Ave. Space is 
limited and preregistration is required.

In addition to the free ground school, we are having our annual AAC membership 
drive and raffle.  More people become AAC members at the Michigan Ice Fest than 
almost any other event in the country, we are really proud of that.  Every person who 
joins or renews their membership during the festival will be entered into a drawing  
held Sunday morning at 10AM at the Ice Fest Guides Center where they can win a ton 
of prizes from the AAC. Must be present to win.

There are plenty of perks when you join the AAC, but if you really want to know 
what the AAC is all about and why it’s important, take a look around you. Look to 
the mentor who first showed you how to belay. The partner throwing you a high-five 
at the summit. Your local legends. The AAC is about all of these people. It’s about 
community—about coming together.  It’s about developing the legacy of climbing, 
and celebrating that legacy. Just like the Michigan Ice Fest, and that’s why we make 
such great partners.

All of our FREE  American 
Alpine Club Ground School 

classes will meet at our 
new Ice Fest Guides Center 

located at  112 Elm Ave. in 
Munising where you’ll find the 

AAC teaching boulder.
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Legendary Gear Raffle
So. Much. Gear.

27

Our Legendary gear raffle keeps 
getting more legendary.  Our sponsors 
are so generous that we’ve had to 
split the raffle over two nights!  We’ll 
be raffling off prizes  in the Mather 
Auditorium Friday and Saturday 
nights, after the slideshows. Best of 
all, you’ll have a chance to win on both 
nights!



Basic First Aid for Ice Climbers
A cold windy day, fragile ice, and a belay 
partner that wasn’t paying attention. 
Accidents happen and that is why well-
founded first aid expertise is of paramount 
importance for any ice climber.
Our basic first aid course is designed 
to provide elementary skills in remote 
care. The clinic focuses on making sound 
decisions regarding patient evacuation, 
as well as skills for extended care in the 
wilderness. The course is hands-on, 
experiential format providing participants 
with the skills and confidence for making 
remote medical care decisions. Due to the 
nature of ice climbing, first aid is incredibly 
important for climbers who recreate away 
from definitive medical facilities and 
support.

Back Country Adventure for People of 
Color
This class is designed to introduce 
POC to some of the back country 
formations along Pictured Rocks 
National Lakeshore.  Participants will be 
shuttled into the back country where we 
climb Bridal Veil Falls and Potato Patch 
Falls. Students will review proper use of 
gear and equipment and will be shown 
different techniques and when to use them.

Ice Tool & Screw Sharpening Clinic
You have invested a lot of money into 
your ice climbing cache, so it is important 
to maintain your gear to optimize its 
performance.  Why sharpen?  Sharp picks 
are easier to place, provide more secure 
placement, fractures the ice less frequently, 
and are easier to remove from the ice as 
the climber moves up. Gear modification, 
sharpening picks and ice screws are just 
a few of the tips that professionals utilize 
before tackling the big routes.  Join our staff 
and learn the tricks of the trade during this 
informative clinic and finally get the answer 
to the question of whether to grind or not 
to grind…

Expedition Primer with Conrad Anker
Ever wondered what it takes to prepare for 
an expedition? This clinic will expand your 
knowledge and provide information on 
how to pack a pack, pitch a tent on snow, 
tips for melting water, first aid overview / 
kit and dietary considerations. What better 
way to learn the tricks of the trade from 
one of the greatest climbers to ever live!

CLASSES & CLINICS
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New Classes for 2023

The Michigan Ice Fest prides 
its self on each year being able 
to offer unique courses and 
clinics throughout the festival, 
celebrating our community and 
elevating the climbing skills of 
our participants. Our clinics 
are taught by some of the most 
skilled athletes in the world, and 
assisted by local guides with an 
unrivaled knowledge of the area. 
From the nervous first timer, to 
the most grizzled veteran, there 
are amazing clinics for everyone! 
Check out some our new offerings 
for this year. You can sign up for 
classes when you register online, 
or check at headquarters to see if 
there are any open spots left.

Check out all of our classes at
www.MichiganIceFest.com
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I Was Hooked On Ice Climbing
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I Was Hooked On Ice Climbing
I first started rock climbing in 2016, and was introduced to 
ice climbing at the Michigan Ice Fest in 2019. And just like 
that, it was all over but the crying. I had some of my own gear 
already from rock climbing, I just needed a few other pieces; tools, 
crampons, boots... you know, the expensive stuff. It didn’t matter 
though, I knew I was in it for the long haul, so I was willing to slowly start making the 
financial investment. I had some great mentors getting started and after a season or two I 
was fully kitted up and stoked to get after it! I’m fortunate to live in Mid-Michigan, not far 
from the Ice at Pictured Rocks and even closer to Peabody Ice Climbing in Fenton, which 
is a great place to put in hours on the ice in-between trips up north. It’s hard to get good at 
climbing ice without climbing ice.

Out of everything I’ve climbed I would say that HMR has to be one of my favorite ice lines 
in the area, or at least one of the most memorable. I’ve been on it several times over the 
past few years, and the climb itself is sweet, but what’s also exciting about it to me is the 
experience. It’s a 7 mile approach just to get there and then 7 miles again to get out. If you do 
this approach, I highly recommend snow shoes (ask me how I know). Really though, it’s a 
funny story, catch me at the warming tent or Trango booth, I’ll tell you about it.

Each season I’m more enthused than the last! I think I’m personally drawn to ice because 
you really have to want to be out there. It can definitely be type 2 fun sometimes, especially 
when you get out there a ways. If you’re going out to climb though, be sure to prep 
accordingly. Bring water (and drink it), snacks, extra gloves, warm outer layers, and plenty 
of stoke!

by
Chris
Stark



Map of Munising
Please Visit Our Local Supporters

Alger Falls Motel
ByGeorge Brewing Co.

Down Wind Sports
Driftwood Deli

East Channel Brewery
Eh! Burger

Explore Munising
Fire Station

Gallery Coffee
Holiday Inn

Munising VBF
Northstar Hotel

Pictured Rocks Inn & Suites
Roam Inn

Scotty’s Motel
South Bay Outfitters
Tracey’s Restaurant
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Bus Schedule

Headquarters & Shuttles

Wednesday through Saturday
8AM - 5PM

Sunday
8AM - 4PM

Over the years the festival has grown, so to help alleviate the parking problem along Sand 
Point Road, the National Park Service has asked the Festival to offer a free shuttle to and from 
the demo area and the Sand Point Road parking area. The buses depart from the Central 
Community Center, stopping at The Curtains (demo area) and the Sand Point Road parking 
area. Please help us out by utilizing this free service!

New this year, participants will need a ticket to ride the bus shuttle for a more accurate 
accounting on how many folks utilize the shuttle.  Have no fear, the shuttle is still free and we 
will have a volunteer passing out the tickets as you hop on for your ride!
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Unwind in the Michigan Ice Fest Guides Center, located at 112 Elm Ave, for 
some post climbing snacks and libations. Outdoor enthusiasts from Detroit, 
Grand Rapids, and beyond invite you to pop in, hang out, enjoy some music, and 
relax before the evening Ice Fest programs. This all ages space will be hosted by 
Carhartt, Sierra Club Outdoors for All, Michigan Outdoor Recreation Industry 
Office, The BOAT bus, Land of Outsiders, and Down Wind Sports.

APRÈS-CLIMB 
SNAX & SOUNDS 

Thursday • 4 - 6pm • Guides Center  
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Mountain Book
Programs

Come celebrate mountain literature 
where Michigan Ice Fest brings together 
writers/athletes and of course, our book 
loving participants!  Our programming 
will take place Saturday at the Michigan 
Ice Fest Guides Center located at 112 
Elm Ave. Come grab a snack and a cup 
of coffee and meet our featured authors!

Saturday • 4pm • Ice Fest Guides Center

James
Mills

Barry 
Blanchard

Conrad 
Anker
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Tim
Banfield



Wednesday, February 8th

7AM - Community Center
Gear Demo Opens
9AM - Community Center
Wave #1 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
9:30AM - Community Center
Wave #2 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
6PM - Community Center
All Demo Gear Must Be Returned
7PM - Community Center
Gear Pick Up for Thursday Backcountry 
Classes
7PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Alex Hansen
2020 Heartland Grant Winner
8PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Maggie Williams
2022 Heartland Grant Winner
9PM - ByGeorge Brewing Co.
Climber’s After Party

Thursday, February 9th

7AM - Community Center
Gear Demo Opens 
8AM - Community Center
Wave #1 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
8:30AM - Community Center
Wave #2 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
9AM - Gallery Coffee
Coffee	Talk:	Scott	Crady
1PM - Guides Center
Half Day PM Classes Meet 

Friday, February 10th

7AM - Community Center
Gear Demo Opens
8AM - Gallery Coffee
Coffee	Talk:	Sam	Elias	-	Artist	on	Ice
Presented by Glacier
8AM - Community Center
Wave #1 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
8:30AM - Community Center
Wave #2 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
9:00AM - Community Center
Wave #3 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
9AM - Gallery Coffee
Coffee	Talk:	Emilie	Drinkwater	-	Afghan	
Women’s Climbing Program
Presented by Blue Ice
10AM-4PM - Curtains Demo Area
Walk Up Climbing at the Curtains
1PM - Guides Center
Half Day PM Classes Meet
4PM - Guides Center
Woodblock	Print	Making	with	Sam	Elias
5PM - Community Center
YETI	signing	with	Conrad	Anker
6PM - Community Center
All Demo Gear Must Be Returned 
6:30PM - Community Center
Gear Pick Up for Saturday Backcountry 
Classes
7PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Aaron Mulkey
Presentation Sponsored by Black Diamond
8PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Full Circle Everest 
9PM - Mather Auditorium
Legendary	Gear	Raffle	Part	One
9PM - East Channel Brewing Co.
Street Party

Schedule is subject to change. 
Most recent schedule can be found 

at Ice Fest Headquarters.

4PM - Guide Center
Après-climb by Detroit Outdoors 
6PM - Community Center
All Demo Gear Must Be Returned 
6:30PM - Community Center
Gear Pick Up for Friday Backcountry 
Classes
7PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Matt Cornell
Presentation Sponsored by The North Face
8PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Ian Welsted
 Presentation Sponsored by Rab
9PM - Gallery Coffee
Climber’s After Party

Sc
he

du
le

Presented
By

Tuesday, February 7th

5PM - Community Center 
Headquarters	Officially	Opens!
6:30PM - Community Center
Gear Pick Up for Wednesday 
Backcountry Classes 
9PM - Barge Inn
Climber’s After Party
9:30PM - Community Center
Headquarters Closes
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Saturday, February 11th

6AM - Community Center
Meet for the Remote Route Challenge
7AM - Community Center
Gear Demo Opens 
7:30AM - Community Center
Wave #1 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
8AM - Gallery Coffee
Coffee	Talk:	Jon	Hawk	-	Memphis	Rox
8AM - Community Center
Wave #2 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
8:30AM - Community Center
Wave #3 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
9AM - Gallery Coffee
Coffee	Talk:	Brian	Block	-		7	Summits
Presented by Black Diamond
10AM-4PM - Curtains Demo Area
Walk Up Climbing at the Curtains
1PM - Guides Center
Half Day PM Classes Meet
4PM - Guides Center
Mountain Books
Book Signing w/ James Mills, Conrad Anker, 
Barry Blanchard & Tim Banfield
5PM - Mather Auditorium
Film:	Scale	of	Hope	w/	Kitty	Calhoun
Presented by Patagonia
6PM - Community Center
All Demo Gear Must Be Returned
6:30PM - Community Center
Gear Pick Up for Sunday Backcountry 
Classes

Sunday, February 12th

7AM - Community Center
Gear Demo Opens 
7:30AM - Community Center
Wave #1 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
8:30AM - Community Center
Wave #2 Classes Meet for Gear Pick-Up
10AM - Guides Center
American	Alpine	Club	Raffle
10AM-1PM - Curtains Demo Area
Walk Up Climbing at the Curtains
4PM - Community Center
All Demo Gear Must Be Returned
5PM - Community Center
Ice Fest Headquarters Closes

Thanks for Coming to the 31st Michigan Ice 
Fest!

7PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation	-	Spindrift	film	w/	Barry	
Blanchard
Presentation Sponsored by Patagonia
8PM - Mather Auditorium
Presentation - Conrad Anker
Presentation Sponsored by The North Face
9PM - Mather Auditorium
Legendary	Gear	Raffle	Part	Two
9PM - Gallery Coffee
Ice Fest Dance Party
Featuring live music
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Saturday • Feb 11th • 7PM
Mather AuditoriumSee the film
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Barry Blanchard
Barry Blanchard, one of 
Canada’s foremost alpinists, 
will tell why he’s dedicated his 
entire adult life to finding 
the perfect new route up 
the perfect mountain. 
Showing images from 
climbing adventures to 
the Canadian Rockies, 
European Alps, Pakistani 
Karakorum and Greater 
Himalaya, including 
Everest and K2, Barry 
will illustrate the ways 
mountains engage and 
inspire us and how climbing 
soothes the soul.

Barry will also touch on 
his career as a Mountain 
Guide and his involvement 
in making the Hollywood 
movies: K2, Cliffhanger and 
Vertical Limit.

See Barry after the film
live at the Mather Auditorium Saturday February 11th • 7PM
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Phil Henderson &
The Full Circle Everest Team

See The Team’s presentation 
live at the Mather Auditorium Friday February 10th • 8PM

In 1963, the first American expedition reached the summit of Everest. That same 
year Dr. Martin Luther King delivered his historic “I Have A Dream” speech. It 
took 40 more years for the first Black climber to summit Everest. 

The Full Circle Everest Team represents a zenith in generational perseverance. 
This expedition showcases the tenacity and strength of these climbers, and 
highlights the barriers that continue to exist for Black communities in accessing 
the outdoors. This historic adventure inspires the next generation of outdoor 
enthusiasts, educators, leaders, and mountaineers of color to continue chasing 
their personal summits.
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Phil Henderson &
The Full Circle Everest Team

Ian Welsted

Presented by:

Watch Ian’s presentation 
live at the Mather Auditorium Thursday February 9th • 8PM

An accomplished Canadian climber with a long list of first ascents, climbs 
on 5 continents, and a Piolets D’or, Ian has explored and experienced the 
mountains of his wildest dreams. With the passing of years, the friendships 
that were formed and the memories that were made in the mountains are more 
important than any summit.

Growing up on the prairie plains of Canada, he was always intrigued by the 
mountains and moved to Chamonix at the age of 17. After studying philosophy 
and economics at university, he settled in the Canadian Rockies.
Here he plunged into 100 day ice seasons, an early solo of  Mount Robson’s 
Emperor Ridge gave him the belief that anything is possible. Numerous trips 
to Asia put his home range in perspective and allowed 
him to begin a series of first ascents in the Rocky 
Mountains.

Most recently, he is also enjoying growing his 
guide business from his hometown of Golden 
BC., helping others achieve their own goals 
and adventures in the mountains and 
creating new memories and friendships of 
their own.
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Matt Cornell

Presented by:

For nearly a decade Matt has been living on the road solely 
to climb, and six of those years have been without a car. He 
lives seasonally between Yosemite National Park, CA in the 
summer and Bozeman, MT in the winter, where he rides his 
bike back and forth with the changing of the seasons. Focusing 
predominantly on alpine and ice climbing, he spends his winters 
climbing technical ice around Hyalite Canyon where he is known for 
making bold solo ascents of the canyon’s hardest climbs such as the 
“Nutcracker” and “Come and Get it”.

Cornell grew up in Grand Rapids, MI where he began climbing in 
the Keweenaw Peninsula at age 13. From then his love for climbing 
and the outdoors grew, constantly making trips to the Red 
River Gorge at any opportunity. At age18 he left home for 
the mountains of the West, living out of the back of 
his Subaru for three years until he sold it a week 
before his first trip to Alaska in 2016. Since then 
Matt has been pursuing difficult new routes in 
the Greater Ranges.

see Matt’s presentation 
live at the Mather Auditorium Thursday February 9th • 7PM

see Aaron’s presentation 
live at the Mather Auditorium Friday February 10th • 7PM

Aaron Mulkey
Few are as dedicated to ice climbing exploration as Aaron Mulkey, who has spent 
the last decade systematically scouring the canyons of northern Wyoming for 
undiscovered ice lines. Seeking untouched frozen treasures deep within Wyoming’s 
toughest mountain terrain, he often trudges for days in his boots, testing his own 

limits, and the patience of his climbing partners. But, the 
occasional gems he discovers fuel his determination, 
pushing him forward to find the next untapped treasure. 
As the ice begins to melt, Mulkey trades in his ice 
tools and climbing rack for a kayak and paddle. The 
exploration continues, this time through the spectacular 

watery gorges buried deep in the Rocky Mountains. 
His year-round hunt for uncharted ice and water in 

some of the most remote locations in the West 
makes him one of the most prolific pioneers of 

the Rocky Mountains. Follow the exploration 
at www.coldfear.com .

Presented by:

Presented by:
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Conrad Anker
Conrad Anker is a climber’s climber, at home on a faraway alpine wall or the sparkling ice of his 
home canyon, Hyalite, located in the Gallatin Range of southwestern Montana. Over decades in 
the mountains, he has come to value the rarefied air of Antarctica, the Himalaya and Montana 
equally; inspired by the value of immersion in other ecosystems and cultures, he’s become more 
fully enmeshed in both the physical and communal landscape of his hometown of Bozeman. 
Conrad came to climbing by way of his family, learning a deep appreciation for the outdoors 
from his California childhood, an appreciation and respect that has deepened as climbing took 
him around the world.

That journey has taken him from the northern realms of Alaska and Baffin Island to the farthest 
southern reaches of Patagonia and Antarctica, where in 1997 he, with Alex Lowe and Jon 
Krakauer, climbed Rakekniven, a 2,500-foot wall in Queen Maud Land. That climb led to both 
a film and magazine piece by the National Geographic, an organization that Conrad continues 
to collaborate with. In Patagonia, Conrad climbed the three 
towers of the Cerro Torre group, ascending new routes 
on Torre Egger and Cerro Standhardt. Across 
the globe in Pakistan’s Karakorum, Conrad 
climbed the west face of Latok II via the 
route “Tsering Mosong,” Balti for “long 
life.” For perspective, the route begins 
at the altitude of Denali’s summit, 
then climbs 26 vertical pitches 
before topping at 23,342 feet. In 
Pakistan, Conrad and rock legend 
Peter Croft climbed Spansar Peak, 
a first ascent by way of a 7,000-foot 
ridge the pair ascended in a day 
with minimal gear.

“I’ve learned that these things—
my family, my passion for climbing 
and for being a force for good in the 
local community and in the larger 
community—are the source of 
happiness for me,” he says. “I know 
that life will keep changing and keep 
throwing new challenges my way, 
but my intent is always to embrace 
them and explore them and find a way 
to turn them into an experience that’s 
rewarding. Even when we’re suffering, 
whether it’s in the mountains or because 
of something going on at home, trying 
situations are a way to understand our 
human condition. You have to try to 
rise above the adversity. I like 
doing that.”

Matt Cornell
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Watch Conrad’s presentation 
live at the Mather Auditorium Saturday February 11th • 8PM

Aaron Mulkey

Presented by:



JACKSON MARVELL
Marvell was born and raised 
in Provo, Utah.  He started 
climbing at the age of 15 
up the local canyon, upon 
turning 16 and obtaining 
a drivers license he began 
making the weekend 
commute to the different 
areas of the Utah desert.  
That same year he also 
began ice climbing up Provo 
canyon several times a week.  
Now Jackson still spends his 
weekends climbing towers 
in the desert but you can 
also find him on an annual 
trip to Alaska in the spring 
or traveling to a foreign 
country for a big wall 
climbing trip in the summer.

PRESENTED BY:  
BLACK DIAMOND

DUSTIN LYONS
Dustin began climbing 
in 1996, and has been in 
and around the climbing 
and outdoor industry 
ever since. Dustin was co-
owner of the retail store 
Hansen Mountaineering, 
and co-founded the Serac 
Mountaineering Club. Dustin 
climbs ice frequently along 
the Wasatch Front and lives 
only 7 min from some of the 
best ice and mixed climbing 
in Utah. Dustin also frequents 
many of the prominent ice 
climbing areas throughout 
Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, 
Montana, etc…

PRESENTED BY: GRIVEL

MANOAH AINUU
Manoah Ainuu was born 
in Los Angeles, but his 
family moved to Spokane, 
Washington, when he was 
young. It was there he 
became interested in rock 
climbing at age 16 and, 
through that sport, became a 
fan of the outdoors. It wasn’t 
until he headed to college 
in Montana—“an outdoor 
mecca”—that Ainuu “fell in 
love with everything about 
climbing.

PRESENTED BY: 
THE NORTH FACE

EMILIE 
DRINKWATER

In 2001, after graduating 
from St. Lawrence 

University with a degree 
in Anthropology and 4 
years of NCAA Nordic 

skiing, Emilie snagged her 
first rock climbing guide 
job in NY’s Adirondack 

Mountains. At the time she 
had few credentials and 
little experience but was 

determined to be a guide, 
to be outside, and to share 
her passion for climbing, 

skiing, and adventuring with 
others.

PRESENTED BY:  BLUE ICE

TIM BANFIELD
Tim has been ice climbing 
for seventeen years. He has 
worked in the climbing 
photography industry for 
the past decade, gaining 
experience in his niche—ice 
and mixed climbing—while 
at the same time writing 
feature climbing articles 
that focus on destinations. 
Tim has journeyed to Alaska, 
Nepal, South America, the 
Alps, and all over Canada, 
pursuing icy and snowy 
objectives. He is well known 
for running the popular 
@iceclimbing instagram 
account.

CARLOS BUHLER
Carlos is one of the 
world’s most successful 
expeditioners. Over the last 
25 years he has been at the 
forefront of exploratory 
mountaineering. His 
climbing career spans forty 
five years with major ascents 
on five continents.  He draws 
from experience gained on 
forty expeditions to Alaska, 
Canada, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, 
Bolivia, Argentina, Uganda, 
Kenya, India, Pakistan, Nepal, 
Bhutan, China, Kyrgyzstan, 
Kazakhstan,Tajikistan, Russia, 
and Tibet.

PRESENTED BY: LOWA
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Additional Guides and Athletes

KEVIN LINDLAU
Originating from Wisconsin, 
Kevin currently resides in 
Bozeman, MT where he 
trains year round preparing 
for the winter season. Kevin 
has ambitions to help grow 
the sport of mixed climbing 
in the community, as well as 
to start a youth Ice Climbing 
team to help share his 
passion for the sport and get 
the stoke high for the future 
generation of crushers! 
When not climbing you will 
often find Kevin juggling his 
ice tools or enjoying large 
quantities of coffee!

PRESENTED BY: LA SPORTIVA

JULIA NORRIS
Julia is a painter and yoga 
instructor from Idaho. 
She has been Ice and rock 
climbing for about 6 years 
now and frequents Hyalite 
canyon in Bozeman. Her 
most recent adventures 
include creating climbing 
programs for youth in Idaho, 
and geophysical survey in 
the Nevada desert.



SARAH SMITH
Sarah is passionate about 
covering big mountain 
terrain on a relatively quick 
schedule. Over the past few 
years, Sarah has expanded 
her first love of rock 
climbing to include training 
which enables her to excel 
on ice, snow, glaciers, and 
big trail runs. This has 
translated into an ability 
to combine the mediums 
in order to access bigger 
alpine terrain.

PRESENTED BY: CAMP

WES FOWLER
Wes Fowler is a Florida-born 
climber with a wide variety 
of accomplishments and 
credentials in the vertical 
world. Wes is also an 
AMGA certified rock guide, 
mountain rescue volunteer, 
full-time firefighter-EMT, 
coffee buff, and fledgling 
paraglider pilot. A self-
described rope-nerd, Wes 
is passionate about sharing 
his enthusiasm for climbing 
and rescue skills to make 
others more competent and 
capable climbers.

PRESENTED BY: 
LA SPORTIVA

SAM ELIAS
Seeking an understanding of 
himself through the myriad 
of climbing disciplines, Sam 
Elias is one of America’s 
most talented all-around 
climbers. From double-digit 
boulders and 5.14 ticks, hard 
mixed onsights and winter 
competition podiums, to 
free climbing El Capitan and 
summiting Mt. Everest, Sam 
has traveled the globe for 
the last 15 years, exploring, 
developing, and pursuing his 
craft with a soulful and artistic 
style.

PRESENTED BY: 
BLACK DIAMOND
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NATE SMITH
Nate likes to spend time in 
diverse mountain terrain 
and move quickly. He 
enjoys rock, ice and snow 
although he does seem to 
prefer longer more frozen 
opportunities. Nate has 
spent the past few years 
incorporating long distance 
ultra style running into his 
training and has started to 
figure out it’s application 
while tackling routes 
with long approaches or 
when combining multiple 
objectives in single pushes.

PRESENTED BY: CAMP

ANGELA LIMBACH
Angela is a Wisconsin native 
and current member of the US 
Ice Climbing Team, who will 
be competing in her fourth Ice 
Climbing World Cup season this 
year. She loves representing her 
country at world cups, but was 
most proud to represent midwest 
ice climbers at the 2021 Ouray 
Mixed Competition, taking home 
the silver medal.  Although she 
competes around the country 
and abroad, and has traveled 
to climb ice in the American 
west and Canadian Rockies, her 
roots in ice climbing remain in 
the midwest. Angela’s first ice 
climb was Sweet Mother Moses 
on a typical -20F January day in 
Munising, MI.

Additional Guides and Athletes

DAVE EGAN
Recently retired from the 
outdoor products industry, 
where Dave owned a sales 
agency for 29 years, it has 
opened his schedule to focus on 
supporting adaptive climbing 
instruction. With a background 
in adaptive ski instruction, a 
personal enjoyment of ice and 
rock climbing, combined with 
a passion for teaching, he sees 
many opportunities to grow 
access to climbing for all. He 
spends his time between home 
in Fall City, WA and sharing 
adventures with his sons in 
Bozeman, MT.

PRESENTED BY:  
STERLING ROPE

CRAIG POPE
Originally From Moscow 
Idaho, Craig has established 
some of the hardest 
naturally protected mixed 
climbs and unrepeated ice 
climbs in the Northwest.   
He owns a tree service, 
“North Idaho Tree Removal,” 
outside Coeur’d Alene, 
Idaho.  Hyalite Canyon and 
the Cabinet Mountains are 
what he calls his “winter 
home!”  His energy and back 
country knowledge will get 
you stoked on climbing! 

ANGELA 
VANWIEMEERSCH

Angela grew up as a 
competitive ice skater in Detroit, 
where she danced across the 
horizontal ice until her late-
teens. She hitchhiked, paddled, 
and sailed her way through 
North America from the Arctic 
Ocean to the Panama Canal. 
While hitchhiking through 
California, she heard of a place 
called Ouray, where people 
climbed frozen waterfalls. She 
was enamored. From the Ouray 
Ice Park to virgin ice in Zion to 
amazing alpine adventures in 
Alaska, Angela is once again 
dancing on ice, only this time 
she’s moving upward on 
vertical icefalls.

PRESENTED BY: 
EDELWEISS ROPES



Mountaineer Bob
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The wonderful thing about attending an ice climbing festival is the opportunity to 
immerse yourself in what is essentially the pulse of our sport.  From fellow climbers, 
elite athletes, gear, the engineers that make the gear, and the folks that record and 
preserve our history.  For years, our friend Bob was one of those folks that made our 
festival so unique.  After decades of attending and recently turning 80, Bob has decided 
not to be displaying his wares at the festival headquarters. While we will miss him, we 
hope to see his smiling face out in the Mather Auditorium listening to the fantastic 
adventures our presenters will tell.

BOB’S STORY
Bob began climbing in 1963 with his partner Boomer when they would climb around 
the second story ledge of their fraternity house. Surviving their “buildering” escapades, 
the two then head to the Midwest crags of Gilbralter Rock, Devils Lake State Park and 
Mississippi Palisades.

The following summer the two budding climbers took the classic climber road trip 
out west to hone their skills in Colorado.  Eldorado Canyon, Boulder Canyon and 
the Flatirons were on the tick list.  Bob and Boomer launched off on a bigger climb, 
Stettner’s Ledges on Longs Peak. Armed with Swami Belts, Gerry and Hoular Bar 
Pitons and Charlet Moser hammers stuffed in their back pockets, the two battled their 
way up that classic climb and then descended via the Dulfersitz method!

Between 1964 and 1980 Bob took a break when he married and raised two kids.  In 
1980 he reconnected with Boomer and returned to Devils Lake ticking off many 
classics. Over the next 15 years Bob climbed all over the US including many trips with 
his son Adam.

Bastille Crack, Stettner’s Ledges, the Casual Route on the Diamond (done with Derek 
Hersey), J Crack and hiking the summit of Kilimanjaro are listed as some of his most 
memorial climbs.

A few climbs that Bob lists as his least favorite are attempts on Mt. Fuji, where lack of 
acclimatization thwarted a summit, and Hallet Peak in 1995.  Hallet, a 12,720 foot peak 
in the Front Range of Colorado, was where Bob took a serious leader fall. Fortunately, 
Bob was wearing a helmet but still suffered a traumatic brain injury.  Boomer tied Bob 
off to a small ledge then rappelled 600 feet and ran out to the ranger station to report 
the accident.  A helicopter rescue was initiated and the following day Bob was picked 
off the wall.  Bob spent 6 weeks in a Denver hospital recovering. This would be the end 
of Bob’s climbing career.

Bob has a passion for climbing history and memorabilia and has spent the last 20 years 
setting up a booth for Ice Fest participants to peruse.  One year he mentioned the 
Hallet Peak story to Mark Wilford, a professional climber from Colorado. As it turns 
out, Mark was on Hallet Peak the day after Bob’s accident and retrieved all the gear that 
Bob’s team had left. Mark had tried to return it to the rescue office to have it returned 
to Bob.  The rangers said that was not possible, so he kept it. Bob asked him if he could 
have it back and they both started laughing!
Besides climbing throughout the country, Bob also traveled to Europe to climb and 
attend Mountaineering Festivals.
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Mountaineer Bob
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Heartland Grant
The Heartland Grant was born in 
2020 to help Midwest climbers and 
weekend warriors chase their ice 
climbing dreams.  Our community is 
rich with dreamers and extraordinary 
climbers, and it’s time we foster that.

Each year we give out $1,000 in cash 
to bring climbing dreams to reality. 
It doesn’t have to be  an epic trip to 
a far flung destination. All it takes is 
passion.

So put together your dream trip, 
apply for the Heartland Grant and 
get stoked. 

For more information, including the 2022 winner, check out
MICHIGANICEFEST.COM

Apply for the 2024 grant!

Sue Nott Scholarship
The Michigan Ice Fest established the Sue Nott Scholarship in 2007 to introduce young 
females to the sport of ice climbing. For two years Sue was an instructor for the Michigan 
Ice Fest teaching our women’s courses.  Unfortunately, Sue was killed while attempting the 
Infinite Spur on Mt. Foraker in Alaska.   In honor of our friend Sue, the MIF created the 
Sue Nott Scholarship Fund. For the past 15 years the scholarship has promoted, inspired, 
and introduce young females to the sport of ice climbing and we are very proud of the fact 
that we have distributed over 30 scholarships.

Scholarships will be awarded every year for females age 9-17 years old.  
The scholarship will include admission to the Ice Fest, instruction 

in the women’s course, as well as some other surprises! The 
deadline for applications this year will be January 1st 

2023.

Apply online at 
MichiganIceFest.comIt was a special year when Sue’s 

mom Evi, was able to attend and 
meet the scholarship winners48
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M U T A N T 

E V O L V E D

M U T A N T  3 8

We take inspiration from the ice we climb: 
always adapting. The newly updated Mutant  

Series continues to evolve with high performance  
sustainable fabrics, a carefully refined suspension  

system and updated features that are worthy  
of your loftiest pursuits. 
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Michigan Ice Fest

OFFICIALOFFICIAL
SOCKSOCK

THETHE

OF OF 
THETHE

Wednesday

Alex Hansen 
2020 Heartland Grant Winner

7PM • Mather Auditorium

Maggie Williams 
2022 Heartland Grant Winner

8PM • Mather Auditorium

THursday

Matt Cornell
Presented by The North face

7pM • Mather Auditorium

Ian Welsted 
Presented by RAB

8pM • Mather Auditorium

Friday

Aaron Mulkey 
Presented by Black Diamond

7PM • Mather Auditorium

full circle everest
8PM • Mather Auditorium

THursday

Spindrift Film  
w/ barry blancharD 

Presented by patagonia

7PM • Mather Auditorium

Conrad Anker 
Presented by the north face

8PM • Mather Auditorium

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Evening Presentations
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We love climbing and would love to climb all of the time.  Unfortunately, 
though we hate to admit it, we get tired.  Sometimes, we just need a 
break.  But even when we’re not climbing, we want to do climbing stuff!  
So, at Ice Fest we are offering tons of off ice activities to keep you stoked 
while you recover.

Since the beginning, one of the highlights of the Ice Fest has been the 
evening slide shows. We’ve featured the best climbers in the world 
and heard some incredible stories. As the festival has grown, we’ve 
been lucky enough to get more pro climbers to come and share their 
experience. We’ve moved our main stage from a small room above a bar 
to a beautiful historic theater that seats nearly 1,000 people. We’ve also 
created an intimate second stage at our headquarters so we can offer 
even more opportunities to hear gear stories from our Athletes.

In addition to slideshows, we try to offer a variety of events covering 
a wide range of interests.  From cooking and art, to podcasting and 
literature, we want to show off all of the facets of our sport.  Climbing isn’t 
just something to do, it’s a lifestyle with rich and diverse opportunities 
for self expression.  Come see for yourself at our off ice events.

Off Ice Fun
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Open 7 days a week

404 M-28 EAST
MUNISING, MICHIGAN

now open in eight locations!

THE U.P.’S

ORIGINAL
CANNABIS COMPANY

Wednesday
7PM Presentation: Alex Hansen
Mather Auditorium - 2020 Heartland Grant winner

8PM Presentation: Maggie WIlliams
Mather Auditorium - 2022 Heartland Grant winner

Thursday
9AM Coffee Talk:

Scott Crady 
GALLERY COFFEE 

4PM Après-climb
by Detroit Outdoors

Guides Center

7PM Matt Cornell
Mather Auditorium - Presented by The North Face

8PM Ian Welsted
Mather Auditorium - Presented by Rab

Friday
8AM Coffee Talk:
Artist on ice Sam Elias

GALLERY COFFEE

9AM Coffee Talk:
Emilie Drinkwater

GALLERY COFFEE

4PM Woodblock Printing 
w/ artist on ice sam elias

Headquarters 

5PM yeti signing
w/ artist Conrad Anker

Mather Auditorium 

7PM Aaron Mulkey
Mather Auditorium - Presented by Black Diamond 

8PM Full Circle Everest
Mather Auditorium

9PM LEGENDARY GEAR RAFFLE PT. 1
MATTHER AUDITORIUM

Saturday
8AM Coffee Talk:

Jon Hawk of memphis rox
GALLERY COFFEE

9AM Coffee Talk:
brian block - 7 summits

GALLERY COFFEE - Presented by black diamond

4PM Mountain Books 
BOOK SIGNING 
Guide Center

5PM Scale of Hope  film
w/ Kitty Calhoun

Mather Auditorium - presented by the Patagonia

7PM Spindrift film
w/ barry blanchard

Mather Auditorium - presented by patagonia

8PM conrad anker
Mather Auditorium - presented by the north face

9PM LEGENDARY GEAR RAFFLE PT. 2
MATTHER AUDITORIUM

Sunday
10AM American Alpine Club Raffle

Guides Center 

Off Ice Fun
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Over the past 30 years we 
have seen some incredible 
photos of Ice Fest and the 
climbing at Pictured Rocks. 
We started a photo contest  
in 2016 and have been blown 
away by creativity of our Ice 
Fest family.  We’re stoked to 
see what everyone comes up 
with this year!

Here’s	how	it	works:
1. During the weekend of 

Ice Fest (February 8th 
-12th) snap some photos. 
Photos of climbing, socials, 
approaches, whatever - as 
long as you feel it represents 
your Ice Fest experience.

2. Post your photos to social 
media (Facebook or 
Instagram) with the hashtag #michiganicefest2023. You can enter as many 
times as you want. Please make sure your privacy settings allow us to see 
your photos. If we can’t see them, you can’t win.

3. When the event is over, all of the photos tagged with #michiganicefest2023 
will be judged by a panel of Ice Fest staff. Photos will be judged based on 
some seriously strict criteria like exposure, composition, creativity, and 
coolness.

4. The panel’s ten favorite photos will be shared on the Michigan Ice Fest 
Facebook page and the photo with the most likes at the end of one week 
will be the winner. You must attend the Ice Fest to be eligible and photos 
need to be taken during the event.

Pretty easy. It doesn’t cost you a dime and we know you’re posting all of your 
sweet Ice Fest shots anyway, so you might as well try and win something. The 
prize will include a registration for the 2024 Michigan Ice Fest and a class of your 
choice at next year’s event. On top of this already stellar prize, we are throwing in 
some gear and clothing from our event sponsors. So, when you get to Munising, 
make sure you pull out your phone or camera and take your best shot at winning 
the Michigan Ice Fest 2023 photo contest!

2022 winner : Jack Mitchell

#Photo Contest
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Get Social!
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Ice Fest is a social event - Always has been, always will be. We love seeing our 
friends, having a beer, and sharing our adventures from the past year. That’s one 
thing that will never change. This year will continue our tradition of gathering 
after the climbing and presentations are done to reconnect with our Ice Fest 
Family. Whether you join us early in the week at ByGeorge, at our East Channel 
Brewery Street Party or getting wild at the Saturday Night Dance Party, our socials 
are a super fun way to unwind and celebrate with friends. So, bundle up and check 
out some of the hottest happenings going on during Ice Fest 2023.

Wednesday 9pm ByGeorge!
Brewing

Thursday  9pm Gallery Coffee

Friday  9pm Street Party
at East Channel Brewing

Saturday  9pm Dance Party
at Gallery Coffee

Tuesday 9pm Barge Inn
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PROUD 
SPONSOR 
OF THE 
MICHIGAN  
ICE FEST  
FOR OVER 
25 YEARS 

Sterlingrope.com

Sterling_IceFest_91422.indd   1Sterling_IceFest_91422.indd   1 9/14/22   10:09 AM9/14/22   10:09 AM
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The North Face & PRCA Team Up!
It all started out with a comment from 
The North Face Team Athlete Conrad 
Anker. Conrad was in Munising filming 
the new National Parks IMAX Film 
celebrating the 100th anniversary of the 
National Park System.  Conrad Anker’s 
specialty, simply put, is climbing the 
most technically challenging terrain in 
the world. This quest has taken him from 
the mountains of Alaska and Antarctica 
to the big walls of Patagonia and Baffin   
Island and the massive peaks of the 
Himalaya.  Blown away by the climbing 
at Pictured Rocks, he was surprised that 
there is virtually no local youth that have taken up ice climbing.
 Pictured Rocks Climbing Academy.

In 2016, The North Face came up with a plan to sell TNF Beanies and donate 
the funds to a local non profit.  It is with these funds that the Pictured Rocks 
Climbing Academy was established and local youths have been “learning the 
ropes” and getting stoked for the Michigan Ice Fest!  Pictured Rocks Climbing 
Academy is a free program available to Upper Peninsula youths ages 9-18 where 
mentors guide participants through a four step program designed to advance the 
participants rock and ice climbing skills. Our goal is to develop, advise and foster 
a youth climbing community in the central Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
 
Once again, this year we are receiving big help from our friends at The North 
Face! At this year’s Ice Fest, The North Face has a limited number of Custom 
beanies made by TNF that will be sold for $10.00 with 100% of the proceeds 
going back to the Pictured Rocks Climbing Academy! You will want to run 
right over to the TNF booth at Michigan Ice Fest Headquarters as quantities are 
limited!
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Official Gear Test Center
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore 
offers the most varied ice climbing 
terrain in the Midwest. From steep 
pillars to the slabbier sheets of 
ice on Grand Island - add in super 
cold temperatures with bulletproof 
ice - Munising is a premier area for 
testing new equipment.

This year Michigan Ice Fest and 
Down Wind Sports are offering a 
full service Camp/Cassin and Petzl Demo Center, featuring all of their 
amazing ice tools and crampons. These demos allow visiting climbers to 
experience a variety of products in a variety of conditions. Demo them 
during the festival, or stop by Down Wind Sports  in Munising all winter 
long, where you can select from a wide variety of Cassin equipment, 
and test the gear in a spectacular climbing setting! Love the gear? You 
can apply your one time rental fee towards the purchase of the Petzl or 
Cassin gear!
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Michigan Ice Fest does

LAS VEGAS

New this year, The Michigan Ice Fest Guides are teaming up with Red Rock Climbing 
Guides in Las Vegas to provide a spring getaway to Red Rock Canyon Nevada! Red 
Rock Canyon National Conservation Area is situated 20 minutes away from the Vegas 
strip but for all intents and purposes it seems like a million miles away.
As you drive into the park, taking in the startling contrast of colors of red sandstone 
layered through gray limestone in the sheer cliff faces, some of which reach a 
staggering 1,800 feet This sandstone is part of the same geologic formation, known as 
the Navajo Formation, that is also found throughout the southwest United States. The 
friction of the soft sandstone is amazing and the black patina plates offer incredibly 
positive holds making for beautifully flowing multi pitch routes.
CLIMBING
In the canyons and on the tower walls, we will find some of the longest, best, high quality 
sandstone in the nation. To take full advantage of these desert classics, and long routes, 
we are keeping our guide to client ratio of 3 to 1. Paired into teams with similar goals 
and objectives, we will divide up into small teams, spending two days climbing the 
various 4-5 star multi pitch climbs located at Red Rocks.
CAMPING
Our evenings will be spent sharing stories of the days adventures and evening 
programs from local legends. We will group camp at Red Rock Campground, Red Rock 
Canyon’s standard, RV, and group campsites are located in the stunning Red Rock 
Canyon National Conservation Area, an approximate 20 mile drive from “The Las Vegas 
Strip.” Visitors enjoy hiking, rock climbing, bike riding and scenic driving in this unique 
Mojave Desert environment.
DATES
April 18-19th. We’ll be heading to Vegas at the perfect time. Spring is amazing in Red 
Rocks, not too hot, not too cold.

PRICE
$1200 includes 2 days of guided climbing, permits, 
park entrance fee, camping fee, Red Rocks Climbing 
Guidebook, DRS Tee and Hat, Price DOES NOT INCLUDE 
transportation to Vegas, rental car, food or guide gratuity.

Check out
RockClimbMichigan.com

For More Information
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Klean Kanteen Ad
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Our Klean CoatTM is a chip resistant powder coat 
finish that starts a new conversation around what 
is truly safe and clean for water bottle finishes.  

What’s on 
your bottle?



The Michigan Ice Fest has always been a place where climbers can come and 
get a first look at the most innovative new climbing products on the market.  
Here’s a look at the latest greatest gear in ice climbing and beyond for the 2023 
season!

An adjustable lanyard for easy and safe 
positioning at anchors. It remains attached 
to the tie-in point of the harness and once 
connected to an anchor, simply pull on the 
free end or use the thumb lever to adjust the 
tension.

Sugg. Price: $49.95

2023 Gear Preview

The Swing Lanyard
Make any adventure’s dirty work a little easier. 
The YETI Camino Carryall 35 tote is a perfect 
all-purpose, here-to-there bag that keeps gear 
contained or toss in a rope and you are good 
to go!

Sugg. Price: $150

Camino Carryall 35
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After a night of driving through the U.P. slide into your Bozeman™ Sleeping 
Bag and start dreaming of frozen waterfalls and swinging axes.  This 
full-zip bag gives you a less-mummified mummy fit for roomy comfort that 
maximizes warmth.  Sugg. Price: $160

Bozeman Sleeping Bag

Karry Krab

The KARRY KRAB is the world’s most compact, flexible gear 
clipper to organize ice screws on your climbing harness. Giving 
the climber the ability to comfortably put up to three KARRY 
KRABS on a single gear loop and adjust the position so it fits 
their individual climbing style. Offering maximum flexibility and 
quick access to your gear.

Sugg. Price: $17.99



The Rocky Talkie is a license-free 
radio designed and tested in 
the Colorado Rockies. Created 
with climbers and skiers in 
mind, the radio is suited for 
any rugged adventure where 
communication is critical.

Sugg. Price: $95

Rocky Talkie

From steep ice and rime crusted alpine faces to 
granite big walls and limestone sport routes the 
Black Diamond Technician Recco Harness is a 
durable quiver-of-one that tackles any climb on the 
calendar. Featuring Recco Technology, this harness 
has an integrated Recco Reflector which is a passive 
transponder consisting of a diode and an antenna 
that’s lightweight and requires no power or activation 
to function. In the case of an accident, the Recco 
Reflector will make you searchable to rescuers.

Sugg. Price: $160

Technician Recco Harness

A Sterling Athlete Team favorite. 
UIAA Dry certified built with 
Sterling XEROS technology. The 
Aero balances a durable, tough 
sheath with a lighter weight core 
construction. The result is a sending 
rope with softer handling that’s ideal 
for sport, mixed and ice climbing 
applications.

Sugg. Price: $150

Xeros Aero 9.2mm

Abrasion and UV resistant 
single strand sling, with wrapped 
UHMWPE core and HTPE traded 
sheet. Ideal for use as extendable 
quickdraw and for anchor slings. It’s 
single strand design greatly improve 
it’s carry ability and ease of use in 
comparison to a close loop sling.

Sugg. Price: $12.95

Alpine Runners

Skillz Board

Skillzboard is a portable, modular plywood 
device that allows you to teach and/or practice a 
number of roped-climbing techniques, from anchor 
building and cleaning, to rappel methods, rescue 
techniques and big-wall tricks. You can set it up 
outside or inside, and it’s been tested to safely hold 
bodyweight. And you can clip your phone to it and 
watch an instructional video while you practice!

Sugg. Price: $100
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Ideal for ice climbing and mixed 
climbing, the G-Tech guarantees 
maximum performance in more 
technical situations and extreme 
conditions. The inner Heat-Tech 
shaft with upper lap construction 
provides maximum thermal 
performance, lightness and at the 
same time a wide entry area for 
quick on and off. Thanks to the 
BOA Fit closure, the G-Tech can be 
adjusted quickly and easily even with 
gloves on.

G-Tech Boot

The Mutant 38 
is great for long 
days on the ice. 
The backpanel sheds snow and 
easy-to-use ice tool attachment and 
glove-friendly buckles mean less time 
fiddling with your pack. The hipbelt 
includes gear loops and provides 
access to your harness when you 
need it, plus an integrated helmet 
and rope carry make the Mutant 38 
is climbing machine. 

Mutant 38

A new light and minimal 
double elastic leash for ice axes 
reinvented in its style. Designed 
not to lose the tools during use.
The insertion into the ice axes 
is via a simple toggle  and A 
swivel on the harness side avoids 
twisting and makes it smoother 
in use.

Sugg. Price: $74.99

Double Spring Evo

When climbing, mountaineering, or 
ski touring, the METEORA helmet 
is the right choice! With a headband 
adapted to be worn with a ponytail, 
it offers efficient protection and its 
lightweight, compact design make for 
a comfortable helmet in any season, 
providing greater coverage and 
enhanced head protection.

Sugg. Price: $89.95

Meteora Helmet

An ultralight belay hoody for getting after it in the 
mountains. The DAS® Light Hoody is a core alpine 
piece designed using PlumaFill synthetic insulation, its 
ultralightweight, water-resistant, downlike warmth paired 
with a coated shell for enhanced weather resistance.

Sugg. Price: $329

Women’s Das Light Hoody

From hot morning coffee to 
keeping your water liquid on 
a particularly cold day on the 
ice, the Klean Kanteen TKWide 
20 oz is our go to bottle. The 
internal thread design fits a wide 
variety of cap style making it 
perfect for every situation in our 
lives, climbing related or not. 

Sugg. Price: $34.95

tkwide 20 oz bottle
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Designed for the elite alpinist who’s tackling challenging peaks, this super technical 
model is nimble and lightweight yet loaded with performance details. The new sole 
package includes a PU wedge for cushioning and a stiffer TPU wedge for stability, 
PU-injected LOWA Reptex® protective reinforcements on the upper, a carbon 
-reinforced stabilizer, and a Lycra® collar to protect from snow and debris. Semi-
automatic crampon compatible.

Sugg. Price: $425

Alpine Evo GTX

The Third Hand was designed to offer climbers 
a quick and efficient sewn loop, perfect for use 
as a backup when rappeling, building a progress 
capture pulley, or any other tasks requiring a prusik 
style knot. 40 cm in length and featuring Aramid 
construction for increased heat resistance and a 
7mm diameter to offer excellent grip on climbing 
ropes, the Third Hand is ready to go whenever you 
need it.

Sugg. Price: $19.95

Third Hand
With narrower cuffs for 
mountaineering and ice climbing 
boots, the Men’s Summit Series Torre 
Egger FUTURELIGHT™ Pants deliver 
the functionality you need to reach the 
summit or crush a new route. Features 
like a zip pocket with internal gear 
storage, reinforced kick patches, and a 
fully waterproof, breathable shell make 
them indispensable on route.

Sugg. Price: $500

Torre Egger Futurelight Pants

Slip into these cozy hut boots after 
a long day on the ice and your feet 
will be toasty warm!  Our updated 
Cirrus Hut Boots are lightweight, 
warm and now better for the planet.

Sugg. Price: $70

Cirrus Hut Boots

A versatile and durable 
approach shoe with a 
streamlined design, the 
best-selling Crux features 
a full-coverage toe rand, 
sticky Vibram® sole and 
lace-to-toe design for ample 
support and protection 
on slabby scrambles, loose 
talus and rugged descents.

Sugg. Price: $139

Crux Approach Shoe
When it’s cold out, the 
only thing better than 
hot food, is good hot 
food.  A dehydrated 
meal and some hot 
water are well worth the 
weight to make a perfect 
backcountry day .

Good t0-go Meals
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Located at 209 Maple Street, Munising, MI 

Located at 120 East Superior Street, Munising, MI 
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Welcome 
Ice Climbers!

906 387-3536 • AlgerFallsMotel.com

C LEAN,  C OMFORTABLE,  A FFORDABLE 
J UST 2  M ILES F ROM T OWN



Ice climbing gear is really expensive and getting set up can seem like a daunting task. 
It’s really hard to break into this sport when the cost is so high and you have to know 
so much just to try it out. We feel like those things shouldn’t be a barrier to people 
experiencing something we love so much. We demo more equipment than any other 
climbing event in the country. You can not only try climbing without the investment, 
but you get to try out all of the best gear from the best brands in the industry. It’s 
at the heart of the festival. Many people demo gear for a year or two, fall in love 
and then buy their own gear. That’s also why our partner Down Wind Sports offers a 
discount throughout the weekend. On top of gear, we feel everyone should have the 
opportunity to climb whether they can rig their own ropes or not. At our demo we 
set up a bunch of ropes and staff them with trained belayers so you can get in all the 
climbs you want in a secure, supportive atmosphere. This demo has become such an 
important part of the event that we have expanded beyond Saturday and Sunday to 
include Friday as well. Demo Gear is available each morning and Open Climbing at 
The Curtains takes place Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 

DEMO GEAR CHECK OUT WILL BEGIN AT 7AM! 
Need to get far into the backcountry and your team is getting an alpine start? This 
year we are offering demo gear check out beginning at 7AM. We will have two 
demo gear check out rooms. One for classes and one for general gear check out. 
Two rooms and earlier check out means more climbing for everyone.

Gear Demo

Demo Gear is available each morning and Open Climbing 
at The Curtains takes place Friday, Saturday and Sunday 

starting at 10am.
See the schedule on pg. 36 for details.
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Gear Rentals All Winter
Caught the ice climbing bug at the fest, but you have no gear to pursue your 
new passion? At Down Wind Sports they firmly believe in the concept of “Try 
Before You Buy”. Their rental program provides the perfect opportunity to try 
out a particular piece of equipment or activity. Equipment can be reserved 
online and picked up at DWS which is conveniently located in downtown 
Munising next to the Ice Fest Guides Center.

Check out the latest ice gear from Petzl, Cassin, LOWA, Scarpa, Black 
Diamond, Grivel and La Sportiva.

If you fall in love with the gear you used,  we’ll subtract the cost of the rental 
off the purchase of new boots, tools or crampons when you return your rental 
equipment.

In addition to ice climbing gear, Down Wind Sports also rents cross country 
skis and snowshoes, which might help you if you plan on heading into the 
backcountry.

Munising Store ONLY- Down Wind Sports does not rent gear during Ice Fest week!

Rent Gear online at

IceClimbMichigan.com
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Located at 209 Maple Street, Munising, MI 

Located at 120 East Superior Street, Munising, MI 72

Tackling climate change 
can feel insurmountable. 
That’s why we need 
a new narrative, one 
that empowers us to 
get involved and create 
solutions. Join Molly 
Kawahata in “The 
Scale of Hope” as she 
works to do just that 
while preparing for 
an expedition in the 
Alaska Range with Kitty 
Calhoun. Through her 
experience as a former 
climate advisor to the 
Obama White House, a 
mental health advocate 
and an alpinist, Molly 
shows that when 
you lead with hope, 
anything is possible.

See the film and meet 

Kitty Calhoun
Saturday  

5PM
At Mather Auditorium



Our Volunteers
Putting on an event like Michigan Ice Fest takes a lot of hands. Everyone sees 
Bill on stage, but it’s easy to miss the thousands of hours by so many people 
throughout the year that really make this work.  It’s a lot work and it gets done 
through the love and stoke of a small army of staff and volunteers. We want 
to say a special thank you to everyone who gives a part of themselves to make 
Ice Fest as great as it is.  Your talents, 
dedication and passion are more than 
we deserve and everything we need.  
Thank you.

You can spot our staff and volunteers 
by the hats they’re wearing.  If you need 
something, don’t hesitate ask.  If they 
can’t help, they will find someone who 
can.  Making your Ice Fest experience 
as good as it can be is our major goal.      
If you’re having a good time, let them 
know. Let them know you appreciate 
their hard work as much as we do.  And 
maybe buy them a beer, they aren’t 
getting paid after all...

Volunteer Profile
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Annika Enders
Where did you grow up & Where do you live now?
I grew up in Stevens Point, WI, live seasonally in New Castle, VA, and live 
anywhere and everywhere in between seasons and jobs.

What do you do for a living?
I’m a climbing and caving instructor at a high adventure camp in the 
Virginian Appalachians.

How did you get into climbing?
I got into climbing in third grade at a YMCA rock climbing trip to 
Devil’s Lake Wisconsin. 

What’s your favorite Ice Fest memory?
Probably Todd firing me because I didn’t party with him.

Who’s is the famous climber you would most like to 
meet?

I want to meet all of the brand new climbers who aren’t famous yet!
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TECH TIP - TAPE UP
Without a doubt getting cold hands while ice climbing is every climber’s number 
one problem.  A common misconception is thinking that thicker gloves will keep 
extremities warmer. However, this is not necessarily true. In fact, thicker gloves 
could actually make your hands colder. While utilizing good climbing technique 
(don’t over-grip, shake out) will most definitely help, even the most grizzled 
veteran can succumb to cold hands while climbing in the Upper Peninsula.  

Our guides spend countless hours in the 
National Park teaching ice climbing 
and many use the technique of taping 
hand warmers to their wrists to help 
keep their fingers warm! By covering 
the arteries in the wrist, the blood will 
be “pre-heated” as it travels down to the 
fingertips helping to keep the whole hand 
warmer.  By having the pad taped to the 
wrist it also prevents a climber having to 
hold onto the hand warmer and tool at 
the same time, which usually causes 
over gripping.  

The next time the temps drop below 
zero, before heading out, make sure 
to try our guides tip by “taping up” to 
keep those digits warm!



ONE CLIMBER’S STORY

Photo: Jeremiah Watt © 2021 Patagonia, Inc. 

patagonia.com/they-them
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So you have come up and have gotten your first taste of climbing ice.  The white snow, 
the beautiful ice, the amazing lake combined with the adrenaline of crushing your 
first ice climb, and now it is all you can think of- you are officially addicted.  What do 
you do now?  Don’t worry, there are many Midwest climbers in your boots looking to 
get the next fix.  The following are just a few suggestions on how to keep your stoke 
high and come on back to the Upper Peninsula for some more climbing!

HIRE A GUIDE
The easy button for sure! People who can’t make the festival due to scheduling issues, 
but still want to experience ice climbing, or people who want a trip that is a little more 
intimate, can reach out to our guide service. Michigan Ice Fest Guides offers winter 
ice climbing as well as summer rock climbing adventures. Having guides throughout 
the Upper Peninsula, we have an intimate knowledge of all of the available climbing 
areas and can create fun, memorable experiences. 
BUY THE GUIDEbook
Keep it in the desk drawer at work and secretly plan you next excursion to the great 
white north!  The best way to find some amazing climbing is with the latest edition 
of the guidebook!

CONDITIONS REPORTs
At Michigan Ice, we take pride in being your go to site for current ice climbing 
conditions for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, as well as climbs throughout the 
Upper Peninsula. Planning a trip to Pictured Rocks?  We have you covered for all 
the latest snow and ice conditions on all of your favorite climbs.  Check back often 
for updates, pictures, and trip reports!

FIND A PARTNER
I-75 through Michigan and US 41 through Wisconsin see a steady stream of 
traffic all winter long of climbers making the pilgrimage north (how do we 
know? It’s the stickers!).  Why not hop on the Michigan Ice Fest Facebook Page 
and send a call out for interested partners and split the gas!  
SIGN UP FOR ICE FEST 2024!
We usually open our registration in May, so keep an eye on our Facebook page and 
website and sign up so you can start planning your trip.  Signing up early gets you 
some swag and first shot at all of the new classes.

When It’s All Said and Done
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When It’s All Said and Done
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Exploration and discovery have always been integral parts of this festival. In 
the early years, climbers sat around and discussed the new climbs they had 
experienced around the Pictured Rocks area.  As our family grew, we spent a lot of 
time exploring what it means to be a climber and searching for ways to make our 
community better for everyone who wants to take part in the sport we love.

All of those years of searching has lead us back to the beginning, to the thing that 
is at the very heart of everything we do.  We discovered that the most important 
part of climbing isn’t the first ascent of some rare ice pillar way out on the 
lakeshore, or taking a step into the unknown on the hardest climb of your life.  By 
far the best thing we’ve found in more than 30 years of exploration are the friends.  
Just like at the first ice fest, it’s never really been about the climbing, it’s always 
been about the people.  

Thank you.  For making this festival what it is, for 
being a part of our Ice Fest family, and for helping us 
discover the very best of what climbing has to offer.

Thank you

Thank You
Bill Thompson &

Matt Abbotts
Ice Fest Organizers

The new Mythic Ultra gives you the best chance 
of success with its outstanding warmth to weight 
ratio. Combining heat reflective technology, 900FP 
down and featherlight construction, it offers award 

winning insulation in bitter winter conditions. 

WWW.RAB.EQUIPMENT

M Y T H I C  U L T R A
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Sponsors
The Michigan Ice Fest would not happen if it weren’t for the gracious support that we have 
received over the years from our friends in the outdoor community, as well as the small 
businesses that make up Munising, Michigan.  Please take some time to visit our sponsors 
that have made the Michigan Ice Fest the longest running ice climbing festival in the country!

Title Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Official Rope Official Socks
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Media Partner

Social Sponsor Arts Sponsor
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SISU Shot
Sisu /sē-soo/ - a Finnish word that 
cannot be translated properly into the 
English language, loosely translated 
to mean stoic determination, bravery, 
resilience, perseverance and hardiness.  
A trait common with Midwest climbers.

About the shotAbout the shot
The first ascent of Falling Feather 
did not come easy for Sam Elias 
and Jon Jugenheimer. Minus 
20 degree temperatures and a 
stiff breeze off Superior made 
things “interesting” for Sam who 
happened to forget his belay 
parka back at the hotel room.
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Mike WilkinsonMike Wilkinson
During the filming ofDuring the filming of

The Michigan Ice FilmThe Michigan Ice Film







Jeremiah WattBlack Diamond Athlete Aaron Mulkey

COMMITTED.
There’s only one way to reach the top. You try and try again. There’s always 

failure. You learn from your past mistakes. Train some more. Gain experience. 

Then you try harder. Fail and fall again. You take a beating. Get hurt. And keep 

coming back. But in the end, when you pull past the point of no return, steady 

your breath, and stare down what’s between you and success, you know what 

you have to do. Commit. We know what it takes. At Black Diamond, we’re 

committed to catching the falls along the way.


